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Pricing Efficiency in Agricultural
Markets: Issues, Methods, and Results

Steven T. Buccola

The notion of price efficiency is discussed in the context of an optimal information
market. Approaches for assessing price or market efficiency are examined, including
temporal, spatial, and form-transformation paradigms. The interdependent nature of
these paradigms is stressed. Finally, a review is conducted of recent price efficiency
research in cash, futures, and manufacturing-retailing markets. Research generally has
paid inadequate attention to agents' costs, including the cost of risk and the human
capital cost of acquiring and evaluating information.

Key words: informational efficiency, market efficiency, pricing efficiency.

A large portion of research in agricultural eco-
nomics is concerned with the efficiency of prices
in some industry or subsector. Efficient prices
are ones that induce an efficient resource al-
location, that is, maximize (individuals' util-
ities of) output given the current resource stock.
Thus, pricing efficiency is inseparable from,
and an important part of, economic efficiency
and growth in a broader sense.

The present paper reflects on the price effi-
ciency literature with a view to identifying its
major lessons and weaknesses. It is not the first
essay of its sort, and I owe a great deal to the
more specialized reviews in Farris (1964, 1983);
Tomek and Robinson; Hayenga; Marion; and
more recently in Kilmer and Armbruster. These
works have considered many of the nonprice
factors with which price interacts, including
managerial (productive) efficiency, property
rights, contract enforcement, consumer ration-
ality, market regulations, and exchange insti-
tutions.

The justification of my own effort is that it
attempts to draw together some common
themes in what heretofore have been distinct
efficiency research traditions. Although they
address fundamentally the same questions,
these traditions are only beginning to take no-
tice of one another. I argue that we have learned
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a great deal in the past several decades about
agricultural markets' price efficiency but that
our view is obscured by inadequate attention
to agents' costs.

Issues in Price Efficiency

It is helpful to consider first the proximate
causes of price inefficiency since these often
are easier to locate than the inefficiency itself.
Potential causes, unfortunately, are numerous
including nonoptimizing behavior, inefficien-
cy in related markets, missing markets, non-
excludable consumption, successful collusion,
and risk. The last factor is an important ele-
ment in all the others.

Risk Distortions

Risk or incomplete information induces inef-
ficiency in a number of ways. First, experi-
ments show that when supply or demand has
just shifted in response to changes in external
value-relevant information, transaction prices
do not immediately adjust to the new equilib-
rium. Traders have not yet discovered the
changes in one another's reservation prices
which the new information has brought about.
Prices fluctuate out of equilibrium and cannot
be completely efficient. Excluding adjustment
cost, efficiency improves as (a) mean price ap-
proximates competitive equilibrium, and (b)
price variance diminishes. Factor (a) depends
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on relative supply and demand curve slopes,
information (dis)advantages of buyers over
sellers, and mean-buyer versus mean-seller risk
aversion (Smith 1962). Factor (b) depends on
communication costs, the commodity's aver-
age budget share, intertrader distribution of
reservation price information, and risk aver-
sion (Stigler; Buccola 1983). These causes are
not necessarily related to market manipula-
tion, entry forestalling, or other anticompeti-
tive conduct.

Second, each trader's long-run reservation
price in a risky market is the expectation of
future price less full cost of transferring the
good to the future market. An optimizing trad-
er seeks to minimize the sum of information
cost and of losses stemming from ignorance
(Theil, pp. 73-81). If marginal information cost
is positive, price and cost expectations fre-
quently are in error because they are based on
erroneous interpretations of value-relevant in-
formation; hence, current reservation prices
often misforecast the future price. Stein shows
that any such forecast error incurs a social cost;
the part of the error that is avoidable is the
deviation between subjective and objective
price expectation (Bayesian error). As the mean
and variance of Bayesian error approach small
quantities, the market approaches a (noisy) ra-
tional expectations equilibrium and is as effi-
cient as possible.

Traders cannot have rational expectations
as soon as new information arrives (DeCanio;
Lovell). Expected implications of the new in-
formation must be learned. In the meantime,
average price generally will be biased away from
the objective competitive expectation. An op-
timal learning rate and thus rate of approach
to equilibrium is achieved if traders use ex-
ternal information so as to equate its marginal
social costs and benefits (Grossman and Stig-
litz). Traders will do so if they are permitted
to make long-run human and physical capital
adjustments and if information markets are
undistorted.

Anticompetitive Distortions

It is important then to ask whether informa-
tion markets are undistorted, that is, fully
competitive. First, information's marginal so-
cial cost may not equal its marginal private
cost because value-relevant information be-
comes impounded into price and thus has free

riders (Grossman). If the externality inhibits
information acquisition, prices cannot be ef-
ficient in any meaningful sense. Second,
knowledge about the quality of an information
set may be inadequate (Akerlof). Buyers will
bid the information's value down to a risk-
adjusted expectation, discouraging production
of better and more costly information. Third,
if effective barriers are raised to information
entry, information use may be collusive
(Perloffand Rausser; Sporleder). Informed in-
dividuals then may react to downsloping mar-
ginal benefit functions and so undercommun-
icate information. Price forecasts will be noisier
than they should be.

A possible form of collusion is where one
side of a market excludes information from
another, biasing the equilibrium price. It is
unclear, though, whether buyer-seller informa-
tion asymmetry is itself a proximate source of
price inefficiency. The average buyer may have
accumulated more information processing
capital than has the average seller and he will
demand (at least) a competitive return to cap-
ital. One could not include among entry bar-
riers the mere cost of acquiring information
capital; anticompetitive barriers to the acqui-
sition of the capital must be present.

Collusive arrangements biasing price away
from competitive equilibrium, therefore, are
distorting whether they appear in goods or in-
formation markets. The arrangements cannot
long survive without entry barriers, so iden-
tifying barriers has become an important topic
of research. The most obvious entry barriers
are those erected by governments: restrictive
licenses, marketing quotas, minimum quality
standards, and the like (French). Size econ-
omies and incumbents' threats to employ un-
used capacity often are considered effective
barriers, but game theoretic studies cast doubt
on this. The threat to use the excess capacity
may not be believable (Dixit; Fudenberg and
Tirole). Advertising generates brand-specific
goodwill that entrants have difficulty acquiring
as long as the brand is legally protected (Con-
nor); this would be anticompetitive if returns
exceed the cost of producing the advertisable
differences. Perhaps the most impervious en-
try barrier is the difference between individ-
uals' capacity to learn. Some cannot, even if
information is free, acquire as much human
capital as others and this advantage will gen-
erate a rent. The rents imply inefficiency in a
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broad sense, but efforts to overcome them
would be redistributive rather than wealth cre-
ating.

Finally, (in)efficiency in a single market does
not necessarily imply aggregate (in)efficiency.
If a market is distorted, a related market may
have to be distorted so that the wealth sum of
the two is maximized (Lipsey and Lancaster).
This second-best concept is useful in evalu-
ating statements that some agricultural mar-
kets tend to overshoot-form biased forecasts
of future prices. The biases may be socially
efficient if they partially compensate for dis-
tortions in nonagricultural markets (Frankel).
Thus, some markets may be inefficient in the
small but efficient in the large.

Methods of Assessing Price Efficiency

Analysts assess markets' price efficiency by
looking for signs of disequilibrium in either
the short or long run. There is disequilibrium
in a short-run sense if market quantities do not
clear; disequilibrium in a long-run sense if prof-
its have nonzero expectation or variance that
is too large given information cost. The dis-
tinction is not as precise as it sounds. If mar-
kets do not clear, someone earns a loss or ex-
cess profit. If mean profit is nonzero, quantities
do not clear in the sense of equating demand
with long-run unit and marginal cost. Yet the
literature on quantity disequilibria or bid-ask
price differences typically refers to rather short-
run supply and demand schedules.

Short-Run Efficiency

Such a short-run genre has occupied little of
agricultural economists' time. Students of cen-
trally planned economies often cite evidence
of empty shelves, waiting lines, parallel mar-
kets, and favoritism. These signs are useful in
highly inefficient environments but typically
are not refined enough for developed agricul-
tural markets. A more accurate approach is to
conduct experiments with subjects whose short-
run reservation prices are known. Observed
disequilibria then can be related to experi-
mental conditions known to exist in nonla-
boratory environments-such as the relative
inelasticity of demand in some farm-level
markets (Smith 1982; Buccola 1983). Ziemer
and White (1982a, b) take the alternative strat-

egy of including in their econometric model
disequilibrium expressions Q = Min(D, S) and
dP = X(D - S), where S, D are supply and
demand quantities, Q is actual trade, dP is
price change, and X determines the rate of Wal-
rasian price adjustment. As a market's inabil-
ity to maintain equilibrium grows, adjustment
parameter X falls.

Long-Run Efficiency in the Time Domain

Equilibration to a long-run ideal has, in con-
trast to the short run, been extensively studied.
Agricultural firms earn profits by adding time,
form, or place utility. Research tends to spe-
cialize in one or another of these dimensions.

Consider, first, the time domain and let Cst
be full competitive unit cost (including inter-
est, brokerage, capital costs, and any risk pre-
mium) of carrying a good or contract from t
to t + 1.1 Perfectly efficient storage requires
storage profit, rt+1 = Pt+l - (P + Cst), be zero,
that is, all information about Pt+ 1be impound-
ed in Pt. In practice, information, 't, available
at t about Pt+1 is incomplete. If all available
information is impounded in Pt, profit's con-
ditional probability distribution, f(ixt+ I |bt), is
identical to its unconditional distribution,
f(irr+i), since 1b already is conta ined in 7+
through Pt.

Identity of conditional and unconditional
distributions has two immediate conse-
quences. First, conditional and unconditional
expected profits equal each other and are zero:

(1) E(rt+, I ,) =E(Pt+ | It) - (Pt + Cs)
= E(rt+) = 0.

Using forecast information, ,t, will not im-
prove expected profit, which was eliminated
when competitive traders incorporated (t in
their reservation bids on Pt. Since profits are
considered net of risk premia, this corresponds
to the zero certainty equivalent condition in
Paris (p. 135).

Second, conditional and unconditional prof-
it variances are equal to one another and are
a minimum given bt:

(2) Var(7rt+ 1 t) = Var(Pt+l | ()t) = Var(7rt+1).

Using ,t will not reduce ex ante profit vari-

1 Term Cst includes the various forms of transactions costs out-
lined in Rausser, Perloff, and Zusman. With efficiency research,
these costs must be at their competitive levels.
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ability through a reduction in price forecast
variance, which already was minimized when
traders acted on (t to bid on Pt. Similar con-
ditions might be defined for profit's higher cen-
tral moments.

Fama's distinction between b as a good's
own profit history, as all "public" information,
and as all "public and private" information
has guided most research on efficiency in the
time domain. Price is weakly efficient if (1)
and (2) hold for the first information class,
semistrong efficient if they hold for the sec-
ond, and strongly efficient if they hold for the
third. In reality, most information has a non-
zero finite cost and the distinction between
public and private information is misleading.

Long-Run Efficiency in Time-Space-Form

A joint weak-form test of (1) and (2) is to de-
termine whether/(7rt+ I r,..., 7 t-k) =f(tr+l),
that is, whether the regressors in

(3) E(Pt+ - P, - Cst) = (Pt- Pt- - Ct 1),
., (Pt-k Pt-k-1

- CS,-k-1), et+ 1]

=f(t ... . Xt-k, e+,1)

are nonsignificant and whether error term et+
is serially independent with mean zero.2 Test-
ing (3) requires imagination because numerous
specifications of fare possible and nonlinear
serial dependence may persist in et+1 even if
E(et+ lI et) = E(et). Searching for nonlinear de-
pendence usually involves seeing whether al-
ternative mechanical trading rules earn mon-
ey; this method does not lend itself well to
significance testing. Tests of (3) also have low
power when long lags are utilized. Of course,
even if (3) is tested adequately, it tells us little
unless unit storage costs have been correctly
modeled. In particular, if (3) is estimated in
the absence of C5,t_k, all k, significant lags may
appear even if the null hypothesis in (3) is true.
Pricing efficiency is gauged through profit be-
havior not price behavior.

Semistrong- and strong-form tests of (1) and
(2) require a market model of the factors in-
fluencing Pt. Suppose that under competitive
conditions Pjt+ is determined by price Pt+1 of

2 In Fama's definition of weak-form efficiency, all costs are ig-
nored except a good's purchase price. Thus, E, consists only of the
good's "price history." This framework may be useful in securities
speculation where other costs often are minor or stable, but it is
not useful in agricultural cash markets.

a supply- or demand-related item and by other
information, t,, such as inventories. Competi-
tive traders will bid on PR, PI so as to equate
Et[U(irJ+)] with E,[U(7r+ 1)], where CQ, in rt+
= PI+, - Pt - Ct may include relative pro-
duction cost of i andj. Thus, information about
Pit+ (such as trj, ... , rJ-_k) will be reflected in
Pt. The market for j (i) is efficient with respect
to i (j) if Pjt (P) fully impounds information
on i's (j's) previous net returns as well as in-
formation on Ot. That is, for instance, condi-
tional probability h(rjt+ 1 1 r, . . . _, rtk, , * * *
71-k, Ot) equals unconditional probability
h(rjt+ ). These conditions may be tested jointly
by determining whether the regressors in

(4) 7rt+ = gI(7ri, ... *. 7r, t ,... , 7r -_k, lt, Ut+
1
)

rt+1 = g2(0r * *, . rt-k, t *,..., * -k, 02t , Vt+ l)

are significant and whether ut+l, vt+1 are mu-
tually and serially independent with mean zero.

Much energy has been expended searching
for lags between prices of supply- or demand-
related goods. Significant lags in these studies
do not necessarily imply inefficiency, since (4)'s
null hypothesis permits P{ and Pt to be corre-
lated with Pi+I and Pt+,. Further, if unit costs
COt, Cst are omitted from (4), lengthy lags may
arise even in price first differences, reflecting
serial changes in competitive unit cost. Pop-
ularity of futures market studies likely owes
much to the fact that futures costs (brokerage,
real interest, and possibly a risk premium) are
serially more stable and easier to assess than
are the physical storage and production costs
in cash markets. When (4) is applied to futures
in which costs are serially constant, the null
hypothesis says simply that current futures
prices Pt, Pt are better forecasts of the respec-
tive maturity-date cash prices than are econo-
metric models incorporating ritr , . rt., tk,
Walraven and Rausser lately have proposed a
dynamic multiplier test of the joint efficiency
of several related cash or futures markets.

If the alternative hypothesis in (4) is true,
using information, It (,. . ., 7t-k , Ot), would
reduce mean square error of profit forecasts.
Current prices evidently do not completely im-
pound this information, and it is appropriate
to ask why. The value of the information may
not be worth its cost. More generally, a market
is price efficient with respect to I if

(5) Et{U[(7rt+l - C,)|lt]} < Et[U(t+,)],

where C, is the cost of collecting, analyzing,
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and disseminating b. That is, q should not,
taking into account its cost, improve forecast
ability enough to increase expected utility. The
case of Pt fully impounding t--the null hy-
pothesis in (4)-is only a special case of (5) in
which further considering ct is useless because
it is already present in P,. Another special case
is where It is not present in Pt but its forecast
value is too low to compensate for its cost.3

Rausser and Carter refer obliquely to (5) when
they say (p. 471) that a market is inefficient if
b "generates probability distributions which
in some sense stochastically dominate" use of
the current price. Either criterion may, de-
pending on the form of U, reflect forecast error
moments of higher order than mean square
error.

Spatial Analysis, Industrial Organization, and
Price Efficiency

Spatial price efficiency usually also is based on
a profit relation, the arbitrager's income ri =
Pi - Pj - Cr, where i, j refer to spatially sep-
arated markets that trade with one another and
Cr is unit transport cost. Early studies ignored
risk, concerned only whether ir'i = 0 or whether
the two markets are "integrated" in the sense
that pi and PJ are correlated over time. Other
than ignoring serially variable transport costs,
these models were misspecified because they
assumed the markets were efficient in time and
form domains. That is, the models did not
adequately allow for the alternative hypothesis
that current prices in either market depend
upon previous prices and on nonprice infor-
mation. Spatially separated prices more ac-
curately are treated as are any other prices in
demand- or supply-related markets. Spatial ar-
bitrage occurs in the face of risk and (5) applies.
Ravallion, for example, shows that a complete
set of price lags in each market can be used to
distinguish between immediate spatial price
adjustment and a tendency toward adjust-
ment.

Although it rarely employs the language we
have been using, the structure-conduct-per-

3 Criterion (5) can be violated in one of two ways: (a) inequality
(5) is intact but traders use ), anyway; or (b) the inequality is
reversed but traders do not use 4,. Condition (b) says that infor-
mation is underutilized and this is the form of inefficiency most
analysts consider. Condition (a) says information is overutilized:
too much of it is impounded into price, given its cost. I do not
believe it has occurred to anyone to test for (a). Yet, it may arise
when agents behave irrationally or are forced by statute to take
into account value-irrelevant information.

formance literature is greatly concerned with
price efficiency. A performance ideal frequent-
ly tested is whether Trfr = p - pr - Cp = 0,
where Ps is final product price, Pr is price of a
principal raw product, and Cp is competitive
unit production cost. More often, mean annual
unit profit, frr, is related to aspects of industry
structure such as concentration ratios, product
differentiation, and advertising expenditures
(Marion; Marion et al.). These are tests for
efficiency in the form domain. Inasmuch as
processing occurs over time, Cp should include
a risk premium as well as competitive return
to capital. And since final product price is un-
known at production time, profits randomly
will deviate from zero. Prices Pf and Pr are
examples of supply-related goods, so (5) again
should apply.

In practice industrial organization has ig-
nored expectations formation or it has treated
the issue qualitatively. Such a lapse is serious
when dealing in industries with substantial risks
and in which, therefore, a firm's success de-
pends heavily on its ability to process incom-
plete information. On the other hand, this lit-
erature dwells extensively on processing and
storage costs, items often assumed away in tests
for serially independent price changes. It is
sobering to recognize that if unit costs in (1)-
(5) are not competitive-minimum in some
sense-the associated efficiency tests are in-
valid. In order to know whether costs are min-
imum, we need to assess productive efficiency,
technological progressiveness, product differ-
entiation, and conditions of entry in both input
and output markets (Shaffer). These issues re-
quire qualitative judgment.

State of Empirical Results

Price efficiency research has been so extensive
that no single summary can treat it exhaus-
tively. However, a look at a sample of results
is instructive.

Grain and Oilseed Markets

Studies of grain and oilseed efficiency usually
have concentrated on the joint performance of
futures and cash markets. Futures markets
arose to reduce transactions cost of speculation
(Stein) and thus encourage speculators to re-
veal more information about future cash prices
(Grossman). Some of the elicited information
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is impounded into cash prices themselves, so
futures markets promote cash market efficien-
cy (Bums; Peck, pp. 264-65). Still, a futures
market may fail to reflect all the information
it ought to given the information's cost.

One sign of such failure might be that the
futures price is weak-form inefficient. Recent-
ly, Carter verified weak-form efficiency by
finding that first differences of logs of Win-
nepeg barley and Chicago corn futures are non-
significantly autocorrelated and that technical
trading profits would be negligible. Gordon re-
ported similarly that daily price changes in rice
and sunflower seed futures were serially un-
correlated and that the number and position
of turning points have been random. Gordon
did find evidence that futures prices give biased
forecasts of themselves. He hypothesized the
bias results from excessive effect of a buy or
sell order on sunflower's thin market price.

Another sign of failure might be that serial
changes in a futures price are led by those in
a related futures or cash market. Brorsen, Bai-
ley, and Richardson conducted such causality
tests in cotton markets and saw no evidence
of cash leading futures. They found futures
prices briefly lead cash ones, suggesting the
latter are imperfectly competitive.

A third sign of poor information use might
be that futures do not forecast the cash delivery
price as well as do other sources of informa-
tion. Early tests implied grain futures are un-
biased forecasts of cash prices, although there
were dissenting voices. Chavas, Pope, and Kao
lately note that futures prices do not well reflect
changes in government programs, so the latter
can be useful, along with futures, in forecasting
cash prices. Just and Rausser's report that corn
and cotton futures prices give higher mean
square forecast errors than do some econo-
metric models seems to imply the futures are
inefficient.

Confidence in these studies' conclusions
about price efficiency varies directly with their
attention to information cost. Buccola and
Smith recently have shown that when traders'
costs are ignored, price formation models tend
to negatively bias the rate at which prices ap-
proach an efficient steady state. Cost of de-
veloping and maintaining forecast models is
especially important. In a competitive infor-
mation market, a price forecast service reduces
forecast error enough to pay for the service's
subscription cost, and I do not agree with Peck's
conclusion (p. 266) that costs of many of these

models are "minimal." Even "simple" models
are maintained, updated, and disseminated at
substantial expense, considering the full salary
and support costs of research and extension.
Underestimating traders' costs usually will lead
to overreporting the incidence of price ineffi-
ciency.

A clear implication of traders' costs for ef-
ficiency studies is seen in bias tests often con-
ducted for futures markets. The standard bias
model is to test for a = 0, b = 1 in Ft = a +
bFti, where Ft is futures or cash price at delivery
time t and Ft is the price i periods ago of a
contract to mature at t. The framework is de-
rived by equating the expected right-hand side
of (3) with zero, dropping storage costs, and
moving Pt to the right. A finding that bias exists
implies either that pricing is inefficient or that
positive storage costs such as risk premia or
convenience yields are present. Thus, Gray's
attempt to find risk premia through backward-
ation in futures markets involved a presump-
tion that any backwardation would not have
been caused by inefficiency. Similarly, Kitchen
and Denbaly's finding that current futures and
current storage-cost-adjusted cash price differ
by less than interest charges implies either that
there is convenience yield to stockholding or
that traders are inefficient. In order to deter-
mine which, we need independent evidence of
storage costs and returns. Brorsen et al. and
Antle take a step in this direction by econo-
metrically assessing aggregate risk aversion, a
component of the current aggregate risk pre-
mium.

Livestock Markets

Live cattle and hogs are not strictly storable
and so have no clearly defined "storage cost."
Hence, as Leuthold points out, there is no rea-
son to expect a stable trend in the difference
between current livestock futures and current
livestock cash price. Inasmuch as futures prices
serve to forecast holding costs as well as de-
mand, one would not expect futures to be as
efficient in livestock as in grains. In fact, there
is little reason why livestock futures should
outforecast cash prices.

Empirical results do suggest livestock fu-
tures are "inefficient." Leuthold, and later
Martin and Garcia, found live cattle cash prices
tend to do as well or better than futures prices
in predicting delivery date cash prices. Peter-
son and Leuthold developed mechanical trad-
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ing rules that earned profits in hog futures.
Brandt, and Leuthold and Hartmann, provid-
ed mixed evidence that univariate and econo-
metric forecasts outperformed hog futures
prices. Shonkwiler showed that cash price ex-
pectations implicit in distant hog (and to some
extent cattle) futures do not correspond to ob-
jective expectations, that is, are not rational.
Hartzmark's recent review of actual trading
profits showed positive long-run returns to
speculation in live cattle and feeder futures.

These results easily can lead to false conclu-
sions. First, many studies appear to give in-
adequate attention to the cost of analyzing and
reporting information and to the cost of risk
(Garcia et al.). In the absence of such analysis,
inefficiency verdicts are premature. Perhaps the
most we can derive from the negative evidence
is that futures markets are less efficient in live-
stock than in grains. This failure might be ex-
plained by the relatively more difficult fore-
casting problem that livestock futures traders
face. Second, inefficiency would not imply
livestock futures are valueless. Stein (p. 14)
indicates that weak-form efficiency in cattle
and hog cash prices increased dramatically af-
ter futures markets were introduced, implying
expectations became more rational. Cash-ver-
sus-futures efficiency tests can be misleading
because performances in the two markets are
mutually dependent.

Evidence has accumulated that some inef-
ficiency in livestock cash prices is related to
industry structure. For example, packer con-
centration appears to depress significantly re-
gional fed steer prices (Menkhaus, St. Clair,
and Ahmaddaud) and slaughter lamb teleauc-
tion prices, although the relation between lamb
packer size and profits is unclear (Ward). Fed
beef prices may take several quarters to ap-
proach equilibrium after being shocked by new
information (Ziemer and White 1982a); this
apparently isn't matched in the nonfed sector
(Ziemer and White 1982b) and is difficult to
explain (Shonkwiler and Spreen). Lang and
Rosa note that local cattle prices frequently are
more variable than those in centralized mar-
kets because local buyers have more infor-
mation than do local sellers. But appeals to
information asymmetry sometimes are overly
hasty. Experiments suggest noncentrally dis-
covered prices vary more around competitive
equilibrium than do centrally discovered ones
even when information is symmetric (Tomek;
Buccola 1985).

Food Manufacturing and Retailing

Many view concentration, advertising, and
product proliferation rather than poor infor-
mation use as the principal threats to price
efficiency in food manufacturing and retailing.
Consensus is that concentration in food man-
ufacturing is growing and that there is a pos-
itive relation between concentration and unit
profit (Kinnucan and Sullivan). The relation
may be discontinuous, showing bursts of in-
creased profitability at critical concentration
ratios (Miller). Indeed, oligopoly theory would
suggest such discontinuity. Concentration-
profit correlations give no clear idea of the
welfare losses from concentration, and it helps
to keep loss magnitudes in mind. In a study
that may provoke response, Gisser estimates
that if pricing is collusive, deadweight welfare
loss from oligopoly in U.S. manufactures is at
most .29% of GNP. His tests suggest that pric-
ing instead is more typically Cournot-Nash,
giving an annual welfare loss of about one steak
dinner per family. It would be useful to con-
duct such a study in the agricultural processing
industries.

Positive correlations between advertising
expenditures and unit profits also are strong
and there is evidence these two are simulta-
neously determined with concentration (Con-
nor; Zellner). Food retail industry perfor-
mance is especially complex and remains
controversial. Advertising either may clarify
or confuse buyers' alternatives. Stiglitz' work
implies that when consumer search costs are
positive, reducing the number of retailers can
reduce, not increase, price. Benson and Fa-
minow argue cross-store differences in food
prices may well be Pareto optimal given con-
sumer travel and convenience costs.

There is longstanding concern that oligopoly
prices are too rigid. Carlton lately confirms
that price stability grows with concentration
in a wide variety of industrial markets and
Shonkwiler and Taylor show that frozen or-
ange juice prices respond only to nonzero min-
imum changes in input prices. Price stabili-
zation improves efficiency as long as it
successfully moves prices nearer the long-run
competitive equilibrium implied by current
information. Thus, it is efficient to ignore input
price movements that are temporary and non-
equilibrating. The task in price efficiency re-
search is to determine whether stabilization
reduces a market's sensitivity to long-run as
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well as to short-run equilibria. Insensitivity to
the long run occurs if price stability comes
chiefly from a firm's uncertainty about com-
petitors' responses. A fruitful area for research
of this type is in the discovery of contract terms
(Rausser, Perloff, and Zusman). Food proces-
sors' heavy use of annual grower contracts ap-
pears to stabilize intrayear changes in row crop
prices. Portions of the avoided changes likely
were disequilibrium ones but significant long-
run error in processor pricing may occur
(French and King).

Finally, food subsectors tend to have price
discovery centers (often where the product most
notably changes form) and noncenter firms'
price markup practices may be inefficient
(Hayenga; Rogers). First, the markup or other
formula may ill represent mean supply and
demand for the value added. Second, noncen-
ter firms' responses may be slow, so that price
information is not passed on in a timely man-
ner (Heien; Kinnucan and Forker). However,
some lags are cost based. Wohlgenant dem-
onstrates that quadratic inventory cost func-
tions generate a lag between wholesale and re-
tail prices if processors have rational
expectations. Even if price formulae induce
inefficiency in a gross sense, they are efficient
in a net sense if the social cost of the distortion
is less than the cost advantage of permitting a
center to specialize in price discovery. Accu-
rate estimation of such costs is necessary be-
fore conclusions about efficiency can be drawn.

Conclusions

Most efforts to assess pricing efficiency essen-
tially are attempts to discover unjustifiable
profits in markets where costs are assumed
minimum. In a nonrandom world, any profit
is unjustified because it would imply departure
from long-run competitive equilibrium. In a
world where news arrives randomly, profit too
is random and one can require only that its
risk-premium-adjusted distribution collapses
to zero to an extent consistent with informa-
tion cost.

Statistical innovations for assessing distri-
butions' information content seem to have ob-
scured the importance of the analyst's cost
specification. Absence of lags in price first dif-
ferences may indicate efficiency, but presence
of lags alone does not signify inefficiency. Se-

rial changes in cost also must be taken into
account, including opportunity cost of missed
sales in related markets, premia for operating
in risky environments, and the full amortized
value of physical and human capital. These
costs typically are difficult to measure, and it
begs the question to estimate them as the mean
deviation between current and future price.

Determining whether costs are competitive
or minimum involves assessing the relevant
markets' structure and conduct. Observed costs
might be assumed minimum if firms are nu-
merous, inputs and products are standardized,
and there are no evident nonmarket entry bar-
riers in product or input markets. Since in-
dustrial organization studies of these issues
reasonably should include risk costs, the po-
tential for circularity in efficiency research is
great.

Evidence of price inefficiency has varied
widely. This reflects, partly, differences in in-
dustries addressed and study methods em-
ployed. It results also from underlying ran-
domness in economic processes that leave
investigators with only probabilistic conclu-
sions about market condition. The most im-
portant determinants of a market's efficiency
appear to be the amount and volatility of in-
formation the market must absorb and the im-
mobility of its physical and human capital.
Price-difference lags induced by immobility are
efficient if they guide reinvestment so as to
minimize disequilibrium losses plus the costs
of capital adjustment; that is, profits should be
autoregressive if investment costs call for it
(Sosnick; Rosen). Similarly, agents are efficient
who learn quickly enough the forecast impli-
cations of new information. They will do so if
they invest adequately in human capital.

An efficient market is one in which welfare
cannot be improved without reducing mini-
mum costs, that is, without further economic
development. It is a matter of convenience
whether utilities are expressed explicitly or as
risk-premium-adjusted expectations of will-
ingness to pay. Inasmuch as individuals' util-
ities differ, some aggregation-a social welfare
functional-is required. For studies ignoring
welfare distribution, the appropriate aggrega-
tion is the average of (perhaps weighted) util-
ities of the relevant economic groups (Harsan-
yi). Attention to distribution requires a broader
notion of social welfare which permits the wel-
fare functional to be concave in its arguments
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(Sen). In either event, efficiency analysis is
founded on social values as Just, Ladd, and
others have said.

[Received June 1988; final revision
received December 1988.]
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